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Announcement 

2. Berlin U25 Open 
Rainer Radtke Memorial 

Date 20.10.24 and 21.10.24 to 27.10.24 

Blitz Tournament Sunday, 20.10., 19:15, 7-rounds swiss 3‘+2‘‘ (Registration until 19:00) 

Timetable Compulsory personal registration on site (also applies to pre-registered 
players): 
      Sunday, 20.10., 17:00 to 19:00 or 
      Monday, 21.10., 13:00 to 14:30  
Round 1, Monday, 21.10., 16:00  
Round 2, Tuesday, 22.10., 10:00  
Round 3, Tuesday, 22.10., 16:00  
Round 4, Wednesday, 23.10., 16:00  
Round 5, Thursday, 24.10., 10:00  
Round 6, Thursday, 24.10., 16:00  
Round 7, Friday, 25.10., 16:00  
     Closing Ceremony C-Open, Freitag, 25.10., ETA 20:00  
Round 8, A- and B-Open, Saturday, 26.10., 16:00  
Round 9, A- and B-Open, Sunday, 27.10., 10:00  
      Closing Ceremony A- and B-Open, Sunday, 27.10., ETA 16:00 

Location Beethoven-Gymnasium Lankwitz -  https://beethoven-gymnasium.eu 
Barbarastraße 9 
12249 Berlin 

Eligibility Eligibility to play is only granted to players, who  
a) are born in 1999 and younger, and  
b) have a FIDE-Rating for the A-and B-Open 

Divisions • A-Open: FIDE-Rating ≥ 2000(1) 

• B-Open: FIDE-Rating 1400 to 1999 

• C-Open: Players without FIDE-Rating 
The FIDE-Rating of the FIDE list of October 2024 apply for the 
classification . 

Mode A-und B-Open: 9 rounds Swiss System (Tournament Rating [further 
TWZ]: FIDE-Rating) 
C-Open: 7 Rounds Swiss System (TWZ: DWZ) 
It is played according to the current FIDE laws of chess. 

Rate of Play 90 minutes for 40 moves, 15 minutes for the rest of the game and 30 
seconds per move from the first move. 

Waiting Time 30 Minutes 

Website https://u25chess.com/ 

Sign-up https://u25chess.com/signup/ 
In case of questions, please contact us through the contact form: 
https://u25chess.com/de/kontaktformular/ 

Registration 
Deadline 

14.10.2024, Registration possible on Sunday, 20.10.  during personal 
registration on site with free capacities with 10 € surcharge. 

https://beethoven-gymnasium.eu/
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Starting Fee A-Open: €70 
B-Open: €50 
C-Open: €20 
The registration is only complete with the receipt of the entry fee to the 
following account: 
Account holder: „Schachverein Königsjäger Süd-West e.V.“ 
IBAN: „DE98 1007 0024 0832 0244 02“ 
BIC: „DEUTDEDBBER“ 
Reason for payment: “Player name, first name of player, year of birth”  
A processing fee of €10 will be retained if you cancel your participation 
in the tournament. No entry fee will be refunded for withdrawals after 
October 7, 2024. 
GMs will receive their entry fee back upon proper completion of the 
tournament. 

Scoring 1. Points 
2. FIDE-Buchholz 
3. Sonneborn-Berger 

Tournament 
Director 

FA Jonathan Born 

Arbiters Chief Arbiter: IA Carsten Haase 
Additional arbiters will be provided by the organizer 

Guaranteed 
prizes 

A-Open: €27,000 
B-Open: €5,000 
C-Open: Non-cash prizes (announcement follows soon) 

Guaranteed 
prizes 

Placement A-Open B-Open C-Open 

1. 5,000 € 1,000 € Non-cash prize 

2. 4,000 € 750 € Non-cash prize 

3. 3,000 € 600 € Non-cash prize 

4. 2,500 € 500 € Non-cash prize 

5. 2,000 € 400 € Non-cash prize 

6. 1,500 € 300 € Non-cash prize 

7. 1,200 € 250 € Non-cash prize 

8. 1,000 € 200 € Non-cash prize 

9. 900 € 150 € Non-cash prize 

10. 800 € 100 € Non-cash prize 

11. 700 € - - 

12. 650 € - - 

13. 600 € - - 

14. 550 € - - 

15. 500 € - - 

Rating Prize 1 TWZ U2350 U18(2)  

1. 300 € 100 € - 

2. 200 € 75 € - 

3. 100 € 50 € - 
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(1) The organizer reserves the right to award a maximum of three wildcards for the A-Open 

to members of the organizing club, provided that they have at least a FIDE rating of 1900. 

(2) U18: Year of birth 2006 and younger 

(3) U14: born in 2010 and younger 

(4) 100 starting places are reserved for the A-Open until 01.09.2024, after which the 200 

places of the A- and B-Open can be filled as needed. 

(5) There is an absolute ban on smoking and alcohol on the entire school grounds. 

(6) By registering for the tournament, the participant or his/her legal guardian agrees that 

the participant may be photographed and filmed during his/her stay at the venue and that 

these recordings may be used and published by the organizer or third parties for public 

relations work in online and print media without any time restrictions. 

Rating Prize 2 TWZ U2150 U14(3)  

1. 300 € 100 € - 

2. 200 € 75 € - 

3. 100 € 50 € - 

 
Women Prize 

   

1. 500 € 150 € - 

2. 300 € 100 € - 

3. 100 € 50 € - 

Multiple prizes are not possible. In case of qualification for more than 
one prize, the higher prize will be won. In case of equal prizes, the main 
prize shall have priority. The prize money will be paid out by the 
organizer within 10 working days after the end of the tournament by 
transfer to a current account to be named by the winner.If the prize 
winner is not domiciled or habitually resident in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, a flat-rate tax of a maximum of 15% on the prize money may 
have to be withheld by the organizer and paid to the tax office (Section 
50a (1) and (2) EStG). Apart from that, each prize winner is responsible 
for the proper taxation of the prize money paid out 

Rated Play and 
Norms 

All tournaments are rated according for DWZ. A-Open and B-Open are 
rated for FIDE rating. In the A-Open it is possible to earn GM and IM 
norms if there is a sufficient number of title holders and federations. 

Capacity Limit A-Open and B-Open together(4): 200 
C-Open(4): 100 

Protest 
Procedure 

Participants may lodge a protest in writing with the Chief Arbiter. If the 
Chief Arbiter was already involved in the decision-making in the first 
instance, the decision made is final. 

Anti-Cheating According to the FIDE Anti-Cheating Guidelines, the A-Open is a "FIDE 
Level 2 Event" with corresponding anti-cheating measures. 
Personal checks will be carried out regardless of suspicion. 
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(7) All data is processed in compliance with the GDPR. The entire privacy policy can be found 

at https://u25chess.com/de/dsgvo/ 

(8) The pairings are determined using the current Swiss Chess version. 


